
   

UAWF Universal Adaptors For Weapon Function Tests

PROTOTYPA UAWF Universal Adaptors for Weapon Function tests is set of products used for fixing of hand operated 
weapons onto firing rests marked STZA or FPR to realize firing function tests of weapon safely. 

Set of UAWF consist of following products: 

 BM -  Bracket Moveable  

- Serves as an intermediate piece for the quick clamping of some other adaptors (RCA or 
UPA) on clamping bars of the firing rest. 

 

 RCF - Rear Collets for Function tests  

- Serves for clamping of rifle butt (stock of long weapons) and its connecting to Firing rest. 
Connecting to Firing rest is realized through Bracket moveable (BM). 

 

 

 FCF - Front Collets for Function tests  

- Serves for clamping of front part of rifle (handguard of long weapons) and its connecting to 
Firing rest. Adaptor FCF is fixed directly to clamping bars of Firing rest. 

 

 UPF - Unified Pistol and revolver holder for Function tests 

- Serves for clamping of pistol or revolver and its connecting to Firing rest. Connecting to 
Firing rest is realized through Bracket moveable (BM). 

 

 CCC - Catcher for Cartridge Cases  

- Serves for to seize, to take off and to keep cartridge cases ejected from weapon during tests 
on firing rest. CCC is fixed directly to one clamping bar of the firing rest. The nozzle is 
adjustable so that the CCC can be used with as many types of weapons as possible. 

 
 

 
 

M2HB - Adaptor for clamping M2HB machine gun 

- Serves for fixing all modifications of M2HB machine gun and its connecting to Firing rest. 
Adaptor M2HB is fixed directly to clamping bars of Firing rest. It is possible to use adaptor 
M2HB too for accuracy tests. 

 MM  Adaptor for clamping MIN/MAG machine gun 

- Serves for fixing all modifications of MIN/MAG machine gun and its connecting to Firing 
rest. Adaptor MM is fixed directly to clamping bars of Firing rest. It is possible to use 
adaptor MM too for accuracy tests. Modified Catcher for Cartridge Cases for adaptor MM 
is included. 

 

Main features of UAWF: 
- They substitute the shooter during firing test of function of small arm weapons.  
- They can keep the weapon by the same way all the working shift. 
- Supports test weapon of all producers for function testing of cartridges up to calibre 12,7 mm included. 
- User friendly settings of adaptors mechanism for fixing weapon without using any tools. 
- User friendly regulation of weapon muzzle positions in a front-rear side. 
- All parts are fixed on recoiling clamping bars of Firing rest. 
- Catching and collecting of ejected cases is comfortable to keep testing place tidy. 
- Swing-out of the adjustable nozzle of the catcher is useful for operating a clamped weapon - for charging, recharging and 

discharging. 
- It is possible to operate the tested weapon from left or right side. 

 
Technical parameters: Related products: 
Calibre of weapon up to 12,7 x 108 mm - Firing Rest STZA with recoil system 
Tested rifles  M16, AK47,  - Firing Rest FPR with recoil system 
Tested pistols and revolvers - Remote Fire Control REFICO-F 
Tested machine guns UK59, FN  - Universal Adaptors for Weapon Accuracy tests UAWA
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